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We have developed the system PROSPECT for measuring thermophysical
properties at high temperature. Precise thermophysical measurements
provide accurate excess functions, which represent non-ideality of solutions. We use excess functions to discuss solution models on the basis of
electronic structure and thermodynamics. Pd-Fe systems show positive
excess volume V E with negative excess Gibbs energy G E. The phase
diagrams of these systems have common features with those of other Pd-X
and Pt-X systems (where X is Fe, Ni, Co, or Cu), which means they all
have order-disorder transitions. The correlation between V E and G E is
discussed in terms of the electronic structure of the alloys, and an energy
diagram is proposed to understand this correlation. The excess heat capacity CpE of Fe-Ni melts is positive over a whole composition range and a
wide temperature range. We estimate the temperature dependences of the
excess enthalpy H E and excess entropy S E of Fe-Ni melts from CpE. The
Lupis-Elliott rule is satisfied for H E and S E with positive CpE.
Keywords: Thermophysical properties, electromagnetic levitation, density, excess
volume, heat capacity, excess heat capacity, modulation calorimetry, binary alloys,
liquid metals

1 INTRODUCTION
Additive manufacturing has rapidly transformed material manufacturing
technologies. Material informatics, which combines data and material
*Corresponding author: hiroyuki.fukuyama.b6@tohoku.ac.jp
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s cience, is rising and helping not only to explore new materials but also to
reduce the development time of materials. First-principle calculation is
mostly used for studying nano-scale crystal structure and exploring new
materials. For macro-scale material processes, numerical simulation of heat
and mass transfer is a powerful optimization tool that needs to be further
developed. Accuracy of simulation highly depends on the database of thermo
physical properties of materials; therefore, improving the database is critical
especially for unknown conditions such as ultrahigh temperature and pressure for highly reactive materials. Here, we show that although data-driven
material design is important, an experimental database is still highly valuable
as a source of primary data.
We developed the system PROSPECT in 2009 for measuring thermophysical properties at high temperature. PROSPECT features electromagnetic
levitation with a static magnetic field, which enables highly accurate measurements of density, surface tension, normal spectral emissivity, hemispherical total emissivity, heat capacity, and thermal conductivity of metallic melts
[1–21]. Figure 1 shows the schematic of PROSPECT, which consists of an
electromagnetic levitator, a superconducting magnet, a laser, a high-speed
camera, vacuum pumps, a gas supply, a radiation pyrometer, and an rf-electric
source, which are operated on a LabVIEW-based platform.

FIGURE 1
(a) Schematic of high-temperature thermophysical property measurement system PROSPECT,
(b) auxiliary setup for density measurement, and (c) modulation laser calorimetry.
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Materials we have studied with PROSPECT are:
•
•
•
•

single elements such as Pt [1], Si [2,3], Fe [4–8], Ni [6], Cu [9,10],
Co [11], Ti [12], Pd, and Au
binary alloys such as Fe-(Ni [13,14], Cu), Ni-Al [15], Pd-(Fe, Ni, Cu)
[16], Si-(Fe, Ni, Ge) [17], and Cu-Co [18], Ti-(Cu, Ni) [19], Pt-(Fe, Co,
Ni, Cu) [20], Au-(Cu, Pd, Ni)
industrial alloys such as stainless steels types 304, 316, and 420, Inconel
718, Ti-6Al-4V, Co-Cr-Mo, and Mo-Si-B-Ti-C
nuclear power plant materials such as the stainless steel-B4C mixture [21]

The obtained thermophysical properties have been used to simulate various
processes such as crystal growth, refining, casting, welding, and additive
manufacturing. The data for the stainless steel-B4C mixture are required for
modeling severe accidents in nuclear power plants.
Highly accurate thermophysical data obtained with PROSPECT not only
satisfy industrial demands, but help develop a solution theory. A thermodynamic excess property represents the deviation of a real solution from ideality.
Precise measurements provide accurate excess properties with which to
model real solutions. In this paper, we study the excess molar volume and heat
capacity measured for binary solutions. We use these excess functions to discuss a solution model on the basis of electronic structure and t hermodynamics.
2 EXCESS FUNCTIONS
A thermodynamic excess function X E of a real solution is defined by the difference between the observed thermodynamic mixing function ∆mixX and the
function for an ideal solution, ∆mixX ideal:
X E = ∆mixX – ∆mixX ideal.

(1)

The corresponding excess functions are:
(a) excess volume
V E = ∆mixV – ∆mixV ideal = ∆mixV,

(2)

H E = ∆mixH – ∆mixH ideal = ∆mixH,

(3)

(b) excess enthalpy

(c) excess entropy
n

S E = ∆mixS – ∆mixS ideal = ∆mixS + R ∑ i =1 ( xi lnxi ) ,

(4)
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(d) excess Gibbs energy
G E = ∆mixG – ∆mixG ideal = (∆mixH – T∆mixS) + T∆mixS ideal,

(5)

n

= (∆mixH – T∆mixS) – RT ∑ i =1 ( xi lnxi )
(e) excess heat capacity at constant pressure
CPE = ∆mixCP – ∆mixCPideal = ∆mixCP.

(6)

Here, all functions are molar values. The excess volume, enthalpy, and heat
capacity are equal to the volume, enthalpy, and heat capacity of mixing for a
real solution, respectively, because the ideal mixing values are zero in each
case. The ideal mixing volume ∆mixV ideal is zero because the volume is given by
 ∂G 
V =   from the fundamental relation of chemical thermodynamics where
 ∂p 
T
n

∆mixG ideal (= RT ∑ i =1 ( xi lnxi ) ) is independent of pressure. The ideal mixing

heat capacity ∆mixCPideal is also zero because the heat capacity is given by CP =
 ∂H 

, where ∆mixH ideal is always zero (i.e., independent of temperature).
 ∂T p

3 EXCESS VOLUME
3.1 Density measurement
The density of a liquid metal is a fundamental and important property not
only for evaluating buoyancy convection in simulations but also for determining thermal conductivity and surface tension. PROSPECT uses electromagnetic levitation in a static magnetic field as shown in Fig. 1. Oscillation of a
sample droplet causes a large uncertainty in the density measurement using
conventional levitation techniques, which evaluate droplet volume by recording droplet images horizontally. PROSPECT provides static levitation by
applying a static magnetic field, which effectively suppresses oscillation and
translational motion of a sample droplet, enabling highly accurate density
measurement without contact [13].
Figure 1(b) shows the schematic of the experimental setup for measuring
density. The spatial distribution of the laser beam intensity (with a wavelength of 532 nm) is homogenized, and its radius is expanded to cover the
sample droplet. The laser beam irradiates the droplet, and its shadow is
recorded by a high-speed camera. The edge of the droplet is extracted from
the droplet images, and the shape of the edge is numerically approximated
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with a Legendre polynomial. Assuming axial symmetry of the droplet image,
the droplet volume is determined by integrating the polynomial equation.
Here, we use the average between the sample mass before and after the experiment to determine the density.
3.2 Density and excess volume of Pd-Fe melts
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the density of the Pd-Fe binary
melts for each alloy composition [16]. The density linearly decreases with
increasing temperature for each alloy. The abbreviation M.P. in the figure is
melting temperature, and L.T. is liquidus temperature. Thus, we succeeded in
measuring the density of the alloy melts including their deep undercooling
regions.
Figure 3(a) shows the variation of the molar volume of the Pd-Fe melts
with composition at 1873 K. The error bars indicate the expanded uncertainty. The obtained molar volume positively deviates from that of an ideal
solution represented by the black dashed line. The difference between molar
volumes of real and ideal solutions is the excess volume (V E). Figure 3(b)
shows the variation of the excess volume of the melts with composition at
1873 K and 1760 K. The excess volume is small at both ends of the alloy
composition range but reaches almost 10% of the molar volume for a concentrated alloy. This shows that deviations from ideality may be significant

FIGURE 2
Temperature dependence of the density of Pd-Fe binary melts for each alloy composition [16].
M.P. is the melting point of Fe or Pd. L.T. is the liquidus temperature for each alloy.
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FIGURE 3
(a) Variation of the molar volume of Pd-Fe melts with composition at 1873 K, and (b) variation
of the excess volume of the melts with composition at 1873 K and 1760 K [16]. Ukhov and colleagues [22] obtained the molar volume using the sessile drop method.

depending on the alloy system. This shows the need for highly accurate
experimental values.
3.3 Correlation between excess volume and excess Gibbs energy
Iida and Guthrie [23] presented the diagram showing the correlation between
H E and V E for liquid binary alloys. They pointed out that negative V E values
have been observed for compound-forming alloy systems, and that positive
V E indicates repulsive interactions between different kinds of atoms. They
also said that reliable and systematic data for the density of liquid binary
alloys were scarce, and therefore it was difficult to make a detailed comparison between experiment and theory. We have proposed a diagram showing
the correlation between G E and V E instead of between H E and V E, because
equilibrium atomic arrangement in liquid binary alloys should be determined
by both enthalpy and entropy terms. Figure 4 shows the correlation between
G E and V E for various liquid binary alloys at a composition of 0.5 mole
fraction of each alloy [16]. We note that there are two trends, cases 1 and 2 as
shown in Fig. 4. The alloys in case 1 have a positive correlation between G E
and V E. By contrast, the alloys in case 2 show a negative correlation between
them. Case 1 is understandable from the classical principle stated by Iida and
Guthrie. However, straightforward interpretation of case 2 has not been
reached yet. In the next section, we introduce a model to understand the
behavior of case 2 using the phase diagram and electronic structure.
3.4 Discussion of systems with positive VE and negative GE
Pd-X [16] and Pt-X (where X is Fe, Co, Ni, or Cu) alloys [20] are typical case
2 systems. They have a common feature in their phase diagrams. Figure 5 is
the Pd-Fe binary phase diagram [24] as an example. This diagram shows a
wide solid solution under the liquid phase, and there are order-disorder
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FIGURE 4
Correlation between excess volume and excess Gibbs energy for various binary melts at 0.5 mole
fraction [16]. The data for the Pt-X systems (where X is Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu) are reported elsewhere [20].

FIGURE 5
Pd-Fe binary phase diagram [24].
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transitional compounds (FePd and FePd3) in the solid solution. Other Pd-X
and Pt-X systems also have order-disorder transitions.
We should also point out that the V E values of the Pd-X and Pt-X systems
increase with the transition metal order in the periodic table (i.e., Fe, Co, Ni,
and Cu) as shown by the arrows in Fig. 4. This implies that the electronic
structure of the alloy systems is most probably related to case 2 behavior
(positive V E with negative G E).
Van Acker et al. [25] studied the photoemission of the electronic structure
of Pd-Fe alloys using synchrotron radiation. They found that the binding
energy of the Pd-4d state increased with Fe content, and the Fe minority-spin
band (Fe-3d– state) gradually emptied with increasing Fe dilution. They concluded that covalent interaction existed between the Pd-4d and Fe-3d states,
and they proposed an energy diagram indicating this covalent interaction. On
the basis of their results, we propose a model explaining the negative
correlation between V E and G E found in case 2. Figure 6 is our revision of the
energy diagram proposed by van Acker et al. This figure shows that covalent
interaction occurs between Pd-4d and Fe-3d states in the Pd-Fe alloys, and
the remaining Fe-4s electron is shielded by this covalent interaction. Thus,
the covalent orbital formation corresponds to the negative thermodynamic
values (H E < 0 and G E < 0). This expands the orbital of the Fe-4s electron
shielded by the covalent interaction, which corresponds to positive excess
volume (V E > 0). This model is based on the photoemission study by van
Acker et al. on solid alloys at room temperature. We plan to develop a metallic
solution model based on a high-temperature photoemission study of liquid

FIGURE 6
Energy diagram indicating the covalent interaction between Fe 3d and Pd 4d states in Pd-Fe
alloys.
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alloys using synchrotron radiation combined with first-principle theory in the
near future.
4 EXCESS HEAT CAPACITY
4.1 Laser modulation calorimetry
We developed non-contact laser modulation calorimetry in 2007. This function has been installed in PROSPECT, which enables heat capacity measurements via modulated laser irradiation on a levitated sample droplet. The true
thermal conductivity of a sample droplet can be also measured with this technique under a static magnetic field, which effectively suppresses convection
in the droplet [1,2,26]. Here, we present the heat capacity measurement and
its excess function.
Figure 1(c) is the schematic of the laser modulation calorimetry, where the
laser irradiates the top of a sample droplet with modulated power, and the temperature response is measured via radiation pyrometry from the bottom of the
sample. It is necessary to keep the sample in an adiabatic condition during the
measurement. The Biot number should be small enough to realize the adiabatic
condition, which means the external heat transfer from the sample surface
should be much lower than the internal heat conduction. The sample droplet
levitated in PROSPECT has strong convections consisting of buoyancy convection, Marangoni convection, and magnetohydrodynamic convection. These
convections greatly improve internal heat transfer, which should remain. For
this reason, a small static magnetic field should be applied only to suppress
sample oscillation and translational motion. We should note that a strong static
magnetic field is necessary for measuring the thermal conductivity, which is not
the case for measuring the heat capacity. Thus, selecting a static magnetic field
is important for the laser modulation calorimetry. We obtained the phase shift
between the modulated laser power and temperature response as a function of
modulation frequency. The adiabatic condition is almost fulfilled around the
modulation frequency with a phase shift of 90o. The laser power absorptivity
should be determined before the calorimetry. We used the normal spectral
emissivity at a laser wavelength of 940 nm as the laser power absorptivity [14].
4.2 Heat capacity and excess heat capacity of Fe-Ni melts
Figure 7 shows the variation of the molar heat capacity Cp with temperature
for Fe-Ni melts of various compositions [14]. Our data for pure Fe and Ni are
44.0 and 40.8 J·mol–1·K–1, respectively, which agree with the values in the
NIST-JANAF thermochemical tables [27] (46.024 and 38.911 J·mol–1·K–1,
respectively) within the present expanded uncertainty (5–15%). Figure 7
reveals that Cp for all the alloys has no temperature dependence in the temperature ranges we measured. This is also supported by the NIST-JANAF
thermochemical tables for pure Fe and Ni.
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FIGURE 7
Variation of molar heat capacity Cp with temperature for various compositions of Fe-Ni melts [14].

Figure 8(a) shows the variation of the molar heat capacity Cp with composition for the Fe-Ni melts at temperatures from 1753 to 1869 K [14]. The
experimental data reveal a positive deviation from those for an ideal solution, which are indicated by the dashed line over the entire composition
range. This dashed line is the Neumann-Kopp rule [23], which has been
used to estimate the heat capacity of liquid alloys by proportionally adding
the heat capacities of the constituent elements. The deviation of the measured values from an ideal solution is the excess heat capacity CpE, whose
composition dependence is shown in Fig. 8(b). Thus, CpE is positive over the
entire composition range. These results provide important guidelines as
explained next.
4.3 Discussion on excess heat capacity
In 1966, Lupis and Elliott stated that an increase in temperature tends to bring
a system closer to ideality (the Lupis-Elliott rule) [29,30]. Kaptay [31] reformulated this statement in 2012 as, “Real solid, liquid and gaseous solutions
(and pure gases) gradually approach the state of an ideal solution (perfect
gas) as temperature increases at any fixed pressure and composition.” Kaptay
stated that the necessary and sufficient conditions to obey the Lupis-Elliott
rule are: 1) the mixing heat and excess mixing entropy have equal signs,
and 2) the mixing heat and excess heat capacity of mixing have opposite
signs for the same solution.
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FIGURE 8
Variation of (a) molar heat capacity Cp and (b) excess heat capacity CpE with composition for
Fe-Ni melts at temperatures from 1753 to 1869 K [14]. The present data show good agreement
with previous results reported by Seifter et al. (pulse-heating technique) [28] within experimental uncertainty.

Our results in Fig. 8 show CpE > 0; therefore, our model predicts H E < 0
and S E < 0 for the Fe-Ni melts. Predel and Mohs [32] and Batalin et al. [33]
reported negative H E values at 1873 K for the entire composition range of the
Fe-Ni melts. Assuming that CpE has no temperature dependence, the following equation is obtained:
H E (T) = H E (Tref) + CpE ∫

T
Tref

dT .

(7)

The temperature dependence of H E is evaluated with the CpE values obtained
in this study using Eq. (7) and plotted in Fig. 9(a). Here, Tref is 1873 K, and
H E (Tref) is the average of the values reported by Predel and Mohs [32] and by
Batalin et al. [33]. Thus, H E is negative with positive CpE, and H E approaches
its ideal solution with increasing temperature, which agrees with the LupisElliott rule [29,30] and the Kaptay statement [31].
The value of S E was calculated from the relation S E = (H E–G E)/T. The G E
value of the Fe-Ni melts was obtained by averaging the values reported by
Zellar et al. [34], Belton and Fruehan [35], Speiser et al. [36], Maruyama and
Ban-ya [37], and Rammensee and Franser [38]. Assuming that CpE has no
temperature dependence, the following equation is obtained:
S E (T) = S E (Tref) + CpE ∫

T
Tref

1
dT .
T

(8)

Figure 9(b) shows the temperature dependence of S E determined with the CpE
values obtained in this study using Eq. (8). Thus, S E is negative with positive CpE,
and again S E approaches an ideal solution with increasing temperature. This also
agrees with the Lupis-Elliott rule [29,30] and the Kaptay statement [31].
We note that Eqs. (7) and (8) are only valid in a limited temperature range,
because they are derived assuming that CpE is independent of temperature. In
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FIGURE 9
Temperature dependence of (a) H E and (b) S E determined with the CpE values obtained in this study.

addition, the excess Gibbs energy G E does not approach an ideal solution with
increasing temperature even in the limited range under this assumption. Considering that all the excess properties should approach zero as the temperature
approaches infinity, CpE should approach zero as temperature increases. Here,
CpE is treated as a constant for each alloy composition; however, it should have
a very small negative temperature dependence to meet the Lupis-Elliott rule.
5 SUMMARY
We developed PROSPECT, which contributes useful data to high-temperature material science. Precise measurement of thermophysical properties provides accurate excess functions, which represent non-ideality of solutions.
We have used excess functions to discuss a solution model in terms of electronic structure and thermodynamics.
Pd-X and Pt-X systems have positive V E with negative G E. A common
feature of these systems is the order-disorder transition in each of their phase
diagrams. We discussed the correlation between V E and G E for the Pd-Fe alloy
melts in terms of the electronic structure of the alloys. Further photoemission
study on high-temperature liquid alloys is necessary to understand this behavior.
The CpE values of Fe-Ni melts are positive over our whole composition
range and a wide temperature range. We determined the temperature
dependences of H E and S E for Fe-Ni melts from CpE. The Lupis-Elliott rule was
satisfied for H E and S E via CpE. From the Lupis-Elliott rule, we suggest that CpE
should have a slightly negative temperature dependence in Fe-Ni melts.
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